
 



Dear Dr. Schwarz: 

Thank you very much for your question – you are not the only individual who has queried me about this 
matter.  I probably should have addressed this in my Bulletin article, but I was trying to deal with so many 
issues as I wrote that it didn’t occur to me that some better informed individuals like you would properly 
want more information on this matter. 

The short answer to your question is that none of the radars associated with the European Phased 
Adaptive Approach (EPAA) have enough capability to function as a missile defense even in an environment 
where there are no countermeasures.  This fact should be scandalous and, quite frankly, NATO as well as 
the US have both been negligent in addressing this issue.  So we now have the Aegis ashore system which 
poses an offensive strike threat to Russia while it is essentially incapable of providing missile defense 
capabilities that have been claimed for it. 

Let me provide you with the information you need to form your own opinion, and if what I am sending you is 
not adequate from your point of view, please write me again and I will try to provide you with additional 
information on this extremely important matter. 

I am attaching for your information a PDF file that contains the original article from The Bulletin and 
essentially all of the key references from that article. 

One of the references is to a Defense Science Board report that was published in November 2011.  Some 
of the images in this email are from that report.  The DSB reference in the attached PDF file has been 
extensively annotated by me so that a nonexpert can follow the somewhat specialist discussion that might 
otherwise require more work for the reader. 

Figure 1 below shows the basics of how current missile defenses that are based on radars work. 

The defense system generally uses a large and powerful “surveillance and acquisition radar” to search for 
incoming targets at long range (depicted on the right side of the diagram) and to provide initial tracking 
information so that less capable radars (radars that have much less power and antennas of much smaller 
size) can be cued to the small area of sky from which the incoming target will be arriving.  It is essential that 
the surveillance and acquisition radar provide sufficiently accurate tracking information to the much less 
capable “engagement” radar if it is to succeed in acquiring and then tracking the target. 

It is essential that the engagement radar acquire and track the target in order to provide interceptors with 
sufficiently precise information so that achievable intercept points can be determined and interceptors can 
be guided to them.  As will become evident shortly, the Aegis radars are incapable of acquiring incoming 
warheads at sufficient range to be able to provide time for interceptors to achieve viable hit points. 

In the case of the EPAA, the surveillance and acquisition radar would be the AN/TPY-2 radar in Turkey and 
the engagement radar would be the Aegis radars that are in either Poland or Romania.   

To give you a sense of the tracking accuracy that’s required, one only needs to understand that timelines 
and distances associated with engagements.  An example of engagement situations are shown in Figure 2. 

An inspection of Figure 2 requires a little bit of preparation.  First of all, note that all the trajectories shown 
have locations marked on them during every one minute interval of movement. 

Focusing on the AN/TPY-2 radar in Turkey first (depicted in the lower right part of the image) one can see 
that the range of the AN/TPY-2 radar is not sufficient to detect and track a warhead that has a typical radar 
cross-section of about 0.01 m2 at X-band (I will provide further evidence later in this discussion about the 
range estimates shown in this diagram). 

Because a rocket in powered flight would have a much larger radar cross-section than that of a separated 
warhead, the AN/TPY-2 radar would be able to track an Iranian launched ballistic missile in powered flight 
until the warheads are released.  This information would not be adequate to provide precision tracking 
information on the movement of the warhead, so the radar would have to track the warhead for several 
minutes to be able to achieve significant precision.  As can be seen from the diagram (assuming it is 



correct) the radar is completely unable to observe the small radar cross-section warhead as it propagates 
towards its target in Scandinavia. 

At the point on the trajectory where the color changes to green, there will be about six minutes between the 
time an interceptor is launched from the Polish defense site to the time of a postulated intercept.  Note that 
the speed of the interceptor is relatively slow, requiring that the interceptor be launched six minutes prior to 
a kinematic hit. 

Since the kill vehicle has almost no divert capability other than what is needed to make small adjustments 
during the final phases of homing, it must know the location of the intercept point to well within ± 1 or 2 km 
by about one minute prior to the flyby. 

As further inspection of the diagram will show, the location of the target one minute prior to the postulated 
hit location is well outside the acquisition range of the Aegis ashore radar.  This means that the kill vehicle 
would have to search for and acquire the target on its own. 

Since the field of view of the kill vehicle’s infrared sensor is roughly ± 0.5°, it does not have the capability or 
time to search the required large area of sky for the incoming target.  That is to say, radar cuing information 
would be absolutely essential to the implementation of an intercept. 

Since the AN/TPY-2 radar is incapable of providing tracking information to support cuing for the Aegis 
radar, and the Aegis radar’s acquisition range even with cuing information is inadequate, the system is 
simply incapable of performing its role as a defense-system. 
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Figure 2 

A perfectly reasonable concern for a nonexpert policy audience is that the radar range estimates shown in 
Figure 2 are not official and could be in error.  My colleague, George Lewis, and I have written extensively 
on this matter and many other experts have reviewed our calculations, so we are completely confident that 
they are absolutely correct.  However, from the point of view of a nonexpert, there is a more assuring 
source that shows our calculations are correct. 

The article published in The Bulletin references a Defense Science Board report that is also included in the 
PDF file I have attached to this email.  The URL to that reference also included. 

Figure 3 shows the title page of the annotated version of the DSB report.  The annotated version is 
extensively marked up to provide nonexperts with the appropriate contextual information they would need 
to understand what the report is saying. 

Figure 4 shows page 16 from the DSB report.  The DSB report not only points out that the Aegis radars 
used in the EPAA are not adequate to do their jobs, but the AN/TPY-2 is also inadequate for providing 
cuing information.  The report contained in the PDF file is extensively annotated and if you have any further 
questions on the annotations I invite you to contact me again for further information on this matter. 
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Figure 4 

I have been invited to give a talk at the German Physical Society meeting in Rostock on March 14 and I will 
be meeting to discuss this particular matter with people from the German Foreign Ministry and parliament 
on the 18th and 19th in Berlin.  I am scheduled for a public talk on this issue on the 19th, and could meet with 
you perhaps after that talk for further discussions. 



I am currently in my second home in Palo Alto (I also have a home in Boston) and I am in the process of 
trying to meet with Mike McFaul who was President Obama’s advisor on the Russian reset and also one of 
his ambassadors to Russia.  McFaul was a key player in the decisions surrounding the Russian reset and I 
am hoping to find out from him if President Obama had been properly informed about these issues with the 
EPAA before he made his momentous decision to go with this system. 

I am hoping to meet with McFaul before my trip to Germany in March so hopefully I will have some 
information on this matter for German colleagues.  Given his intimate involvement in that decision, I am 
absolutely sure he will know what happened. 

Unlike many academics, I have very extensive experience in government and my nose tells me that Obama 
was not properly informed about the ins and outs of the EPAA system.  Having been an advisor to the Chief 
of Naval Operations during one of my positions in the US government, I can say with absolute certainty that 
there were people in the Pentagon who knew that the Aegis ashore component of the EPAA would be 
capable of launching cruise missiles and would thereby present an offensive threat to Russia.  What I 
cannot say for sure is whether that information was given to Obama and his White House advisors.  My 
suspicion is that Obama and his White House advisors were not told about this problem. 

The two people most responsible for the apparent failure to provide proper technical information to Obama 
would be Ash Carter, who was then the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics and Robert Gates, who was then the Secretary of Defense and Carter’s immediate boss.  When 
Carter was later Secretary of Defense, an as yet unexplained US attack occurred on Syrian troops which 
led to the Russians throwing up their hands and withdrawing from an attempted cease-fire agreement with 
the US.  As such, I do not rule out the possibility of intentional misinformation from the Department of 
Defense 

Other individuals who would certainly have known were Ellen Tauscher, the Obama administration’s 
leading advocate for the EPAA and her subordinate, Frank Rose, who worked for her at the US State 
Department.  I have known Rose for years and I am absolutely sure he would’ve known about this problem.  
My guess is that when the story of this blunder comes out, we will find that there were others involved in the 
decision-making advisory process who failed to provide President Obama with the information he needed 
to avoid this blunder. 

Please feel free to contact me for further information.  I may be delayed in getting back to you as I am 
currently on my way to Washington for business. 

With best regards, Ted 


